Discussion This investigation suggests a positive effect of the simultaneous QI development on guideline content concerning specificity of recommendations, clarity of aims to improve quality of care and identification of clinical questions to be addressed in future systematic reviews and/or guidelines.

Implications for Guideline Developers A simultaneous process to develop guidelines and QI is favourable not only to facilitate the assessment of guideline implementation and impact but also to improve guideline content and implementability.
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Background Exhaustive search strategies (ESS) for updating clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) recommendations are laborious and expensive. Highly sensitive and specific alternative search strategies are necessary to improve the efficiency in recommendations updating.

Objectives To compare alternative search strategies against ESS Methods We ran three different search strategies in a convenience sample of four CPGs from the CPGs National Programme in Spain: 1) Original ESS (gold standard); 2) Search strategy in the McMaster Premium Literature Service (PLUS) database; and 3) Restrictive strategy with the least number of MeSH terms and text words from the original ESS. We retrieved the key references (which triggered an update) from the original ESS and evaluated their presence in the PLUS and restrictive strategies results. We calculated the sensitivity, specificity, precision, and accuracy for the PLUS and restrictive strategies compared to the ESS.

Results The overall number of references in the PLUS strategy was lower than in the ESS (39,133 versus 2,635). The PLUS strategy retrieved a range of 1.12% to 12.1% of the total number of references retrieved by the ESS per guideline.

Discussion Our project assessed two novel restrictive search strategies for the updating of CPGs, which could reduce the workload while displaying similar results. Full final findings of this project will be presented at the GIN meeting.

Implications for Guideline Developers/Users Our project has important implications for updating CPGs, informing on the feasibility and efficiency of two novel search strategies.
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Background To maximise efficiency in updating clinical guidelines it is important to understand which of its component clinical questions impact patient care most. Evaluating, editing, and prioritising of each clinical question is required to identify those that warrant updating.
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Implications for Guideline Developers/Users Evaluating, editing, and prioritising clinical questions improves efficiency when updating guidelines.

The Efficiency-Validity Methodological Continuum (EVMC) for Sustainable Guideline (CPG) Development: A Negotiating Tool for Credible Compromises in Quality for Affordable Trustworthy Guidelines
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Background Research methodologists and guideline sponsors are on a collision course as growing demands for scientific rigour raise costs and lengthen delays in CPG production.

Objectives To design a tool for CPG developers and sponsors to negotiate methodological compromises while preserving CPG trustworthiness. There are already variations in CPG quality that we tolerate. Flawless systematic reviews and guidelines are unrealistic. Methodological compromises are inevitable and imposed by practical constraints. Negotiating and reporting methodological compromises can fill a transparency gap where methodological choices are made in the development of a CPG.

Methods Three individuals with guideline development experience collaborated to design a tool that aligns stakeholders’ interests while preserving “trustworthiness” and enhancing transparency.

Results The Efficiency-Validity Methodological Continuum (EVMC) is anchored at the extremes by “practical” at the “efficiency” pole and “best achievable” at the “validity” pole, highlighting the tradeoffs. The continuum between these is represented as a solid line. A ‘zone of preference’ closer to the ‘validity’ and a ‘zone of acceptability’ closer to efficiency are negotiating zones. Beyond the anchors, represented as broken lines, are “expedience” at the efficiency end and “ideal” at the validity end. Guideline development should operate within the solid segment of the continuum. The broken segment towards